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l~ o~ la tyrannic s~pare.
,A_L~ZX~T
CAMS
"T~^S~RNAX
was my only master," said a
young Russian poet, Andrei Voznesensky,
when I met him in Moscowlast August. In
1954, when Voznesensky was twenty-one, he
received a letter from Pasternak praising his
first poemsand inviting him to come and see
him.
"Fromthat time on I never left his side,"
Voznesenskysaid. "I movedout to Peredelkino
and stayed near him until his death. Whenhe
died I felt that someonehad comeout of myself
--out of mybeing. I felt utterly alone. I wanted
to die. Then, I thought, someonemust continue
Pasternak’s work. And now I’m no longer
alone .... "
It is true that Voznesensky
is no longer alone.
The most important change that has taken place
on the Russianliterary scene since Stalin is that
the poets, the prose writers, and the playwrights
THISlittle anthologyo] newRussian poems
and stories wascollected by Patricia Blake
and MaxHayward.
Miss Blake has recently returned [roma
visit to the U.S.S.R.She is the editor o[ an
edition o[ Mayakovsky’splays and poetry
(see her essay in E~eouN~a,August
x96o
),
and co-editor with MaxHaywardo[ "’Dissonant Voices in Soviet Literature" (New
York, z962). She was [ormerly a Moscow
correspondent[or La’[e Magazine,andis now
at work on a biographyo[ Isaac Babel.
Mr. Haywardis a [ellow o[ St. Antony’s
College,Ox[ord,andis co-translatoro[ Boris
Pasternak"
s "’Dr.Zhivago’"
andSolzhenitsyn"
s
recently published"’OneDayin the Li[e o[
Ivan Denisovich’"(NewYork, ~963).

--together with their public-’have gradually
ceased to suffer from the old, fearful sense of
isolation. This development, in one decade,
seems very nearly miraculous when one considers how effectively Stalin’s attempt to
atomise Soviet society interrupted intellectual
and humandiscourse. The reflex of distrust, the
habit of hypocrisy among individuals were
merely symptomsof a sickness hitherto considered fatal: man’s alienation from his own
truth. So pervasive and so damaging was the
3o-year terror that only heroes, lunatics, and
possibly poets like Pasternak might impose
either reason or imagination on the reality of
the humancondition under Stalin.
Yet to-day a genuine literary intelligentsia
has come into being, composed not only of
youngwriters whoseexperience with Stalinism
has beenslight, but also of older authors, like
Konstantin Paustovsky and Nikolai Aseev, who
have ~nduredthe entire Stalin era. The spirit
of mutual trust, encouragement, and common
cause which prevails amongthem is astonishing
to any foreign visitor whohas lately experienced
the ferociousclimate of literary life in, say, New
York, Paris or London. These writers spend a
good part of their time promoting their colleagues, battling for the publication of each
other’s work, manoeuvringto get their prot~g6s
into the Writers’ Union, defending one another
in the press against the conservativecritics, and
makingarrangements to bring promising young
people from the provinces to Moscowwhere
they can develop in a more congenial atmosphere. Conversationwith these writers is quite
unlike the ceremoniousevasions and circumlocutions one had become accustomed to among
Soviet intellectuals in the recent past. Their
questions and answers are candid; their manner
is dignified, assured. Clearly this newintelligentsia has recovered that internal integrity
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which seemedshattered under Stalin and which
is, of course, the preconditionof literature.
Indeed, it nowappears that after three decades of near-barrenness, Russia is again producing literature--burgeonings
perhaps, by
her nineteenth-centurystandards, but nonetheless
splendidly promising. This development began
during "the thaw" in 1956 amongthe writers
cluster-ed aroundthe ill-fated almanacl_a’terary
Moscow,but was harshly arrested after the
Hungarian Revolution by Khrushchev ("our
hand will not tremble..." he threatened the
writers) who was in no mood for anything
remotely resembling a Petoefi Circle at home.
There followed a period of brave failures and,
evidently, literature "for the desk-drawer."
During roughly the last three years, however,
scarcely a month has passed when a young
writer or poet has not published a work of the
imagination, each bolder in form and substance
than the last. The purpose of this collection
is to introduce some of this new writing to
Western readers, whounderstandably, have become accustomed to regarding contemporary
Russian literature in terms of the cant, the
dreary didacticism, and the onward-and-upward
themes of "socialist realism." The editors submit that the poemsand stories in this number,
each in its own way, have served to restore
Russian literature to the modernconscience.
where there exists no other forum
I NforA NATION
comparativelyfree expressionthan literature, these workshave a resonance whichis inconceivable in the West. "Every wall has a
door," said my neighbour at a Moscowpoetry
reading, "and these young people have found
it." Whathas happenedis that the verse of such
poets as Evtushenko, Voznesensky, Akhmadulina, and Vinokurov, the stories of Kazakov,
Aksyonov, and Nagibin, the plays of Volodin
and Rozov, have found an echo amonga vast
numberof people whohave at last discovered
that they too are not alone--that there exist
others whocan both articulate and share their
yearnings, their preoccupations, their tastes.
These people are by no means all students.
Voznesenskyrecently told a Times correspondent that his readers are mainlymembersof the
"technological intelligentsia": "There are millions of them in Russia now. Manyof them
work on sputniks and other enormously complicated machines and they want poetry to be
complicated too. They have no use for rhymed
editorials.... "
At present it is the poets who communicate
mostdirectly to Soviet readers, possibly because
of the traditional responseto poetry in Russia,
but more likely because the immediacyof the

form meets the urgency of the need. "Poetry,"
wrote Mallarm$, "is the language of a state
of crisis." Editions of ~oo,ooocopies of Evtushenko’sbookssell out within the first 48 hours
of publication. Advanceorders alone for Voznesensky’s new book of verse, The Triangular
Pear, reached Ioo,ooo two months before its
publication. The poetry sections of Soviet bookshops are fully stocked, however, with works
by the old-guard poets which remain unsold
from year to year. The inadequate size of printings of books by the new poets, (a subject of
bitter dispute within the Writers Union) may
have contributed to the rage for public readings
which has recently seized Russia. The most
spectacular of these took place last November
in Moscow’s Luzhniki Sports Stadium where
x4,ooo people gathered to hear Voznesensky,
Akhmadulina, and Boris Slutsky; since then
several other such readings have taken place,
with some Io,ooo in attendance, despite the
recent anti-modernist offensive. Poetry readings
on a more modest scale have becomethe principal entertainment of intellectuals in Moscow,
and in provincial towns as well, where poets
go by the truckload. Even Mayakovsky, who
spent his lifetime travelling across Russia declaiming his verse, never commandedanything
like the following of these youngpeople.
Unfortunately, modern music and painting
have provedless accessible (in every sense)
the general public. As these newworksare very
rarely performedor exhibited, public taste has
not developed much beyond Rimsky-Korsakov
and Repin. Impressionism is still considered,
by both the authorities and the public, as the
utmost limit of "modernism." Moreover, because the Party has been least permissive in
its interpretation of socialist realism in these
arts, musicand painting are recovering far more
slowly from the dreary academicism imposed
on them for so manyyears. The plight of the
modernpainter is particularly acute; alwaysthe
chief butt of the philistines, he is their captivein
the Soviet Union. As Yuri Kazakov’s story in
this numbersuggests, the painter is often a
desolate figure; frustrated and demoralised, he
feels remote from the more fortunate literary
intelligentsia.
THE RECENTCRACKDOWN, however,

has served to
unite artists in every field in a commonfront
against the philistines. For since DecemberI,
whenKhrusbehevvisited the exhibition of nonrepresentational painting at Moscow’sMan~ge
Hall, a rallying cry of the philistines has been
heard across the land: "Such pictures were not
painted by the hand of man but by the tail
of a donkey t" It was clear at once that the
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offensive would not stop at painting but would
extend, as indeed it has, to music and literature.
At the first of the Central Committee meetings
held in camera last December with 4oo artists,
composers and writers, Evtushenko protested
against the charge that Russia’s foremost sculptor, Ernst Neizvestny, is guilty of producing
unpatriotic formalist art. According to Edmund
Stevens of Time, Evtushenko said: "Neizvestny
came back from the war with r 4 bullets in his
body and I hope he will live many more years
and produce many mote fine works of art."
"As people say," Khrushchev retorted, "only
the grave corrects a hunchback."
Evtushenko’s answer: "I hope we have outlived the time when the grave is used as a
means of correction."
At the same meeting, Leonid Ilichev,
the
head of the "ideological
commission" of the
Central Committee, read (for purposes of refutation) a letter of protest addressed to Khrush1 This denunciation is perhaps the most ominous
aspect of the current crackdown. According to
Michel Tatu of Le Monde, Serebryakova accused
the 72-year-old Ehrenburg not only of political
crimes, but of felonies "so grave and so incredible
that it would be unseemly to report them here."
Incredible, too, is the witness she invoked against
Ehrenburg: Alexander Poskrebyshev, Stalin’s personal secretary--who was long thought to be dead,
but who is in fact living in Moscowand writing
his memoirs!
At the same meeting, Nikolai Gribachev, a
candidate memberof the Central Committee, did
not hesitate to use the word "cosmopolitanism" in
connection with Ehrenburg’s patronage of modern
art. The old-guard painters and writers at once
seized the opportunity thus offered them to open
fire on a man who, whatever the degree of his
compromise with Stalinism in the past, has been
one of the most eloquent and effective opponents
of the survivals of Stalinism.
A series of articles appeared in the press abusing
Ehrenburg in highly chauvinistic terms for having
"betrayed" the great traditions of Russian realism.
The author of the most scurrilous of these is the
critic Vladimir Ermilov who has been expert at
denunciations since ~93o when he accused Mayakovo
sky of being a tool of the Trotskyite opposition.
In Izvestiya, Jan. 3o, Ermilov attacked Ehrenburg
for "unethical" behaviour during Stalin’s purges;
since Ehrenburg knew the facts, unlike "ordinary
Soviet citizens" such as Ermilov, he should have
spoken out against them. When Ehrenburg protested in a letter to Izvestiya that Ermilov had
insuIted him "as a man and as a Soviet citizen,"
the paper editorialised that Ermilov had a perfect
right to..criticise Ehrenburg’s. "wrong tendencies
and posmons." The accusations of Serebryakova
and Ermilov are evidently to the liking of the
authorities who, in their zeal to extricate themselves from their own complicity with Stalinism,
are not averse to seeing Ehrenburgused as a scapegoat.
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chev and signed by prominent figures in the
arts:
Unless a variety of artistic trends can exist, art
is doomed.... Wenow see how artists who have
followed a single trend--the only trend which
flourished under Stalin and which did not permit
others to work or even to live--are beginning
to interpret what you said at the exhibition ....
Weask you to stop this return to past methods
which are contrary to the whole spirit of our
times.
Amongthe signers were the writers Simonov
and Ehrenburg, the artists
Konenkov and
Favorski, the composer Shostakovich and the
film director
Romm. The meeting even succeeded in bringing
together
two famous
enemies, Sholokhov and Ehrenbu, rg. Sholokhov
ostentatiously
shook Ehrenburgs hand in a
gesture of support when he was denounced by
Galina Serebryakova (the widow of the Old
1
Bolshevik).
The invective heaped on the liberal intelligentsia at the Central Committee meetings and
in the press during the past months is, of course,
dreadfully familiar--a
reminder, if one is
needed, that the apparatus of repression remains
intact and can be turned on full force at any
moment. For the time being, however, the
Party is apparently trying to define the limits
of "de-Stalinisation"
which, since ~956, has
raised expectations and questions which cannot
be met or answered by the present leadership.
The situation is evidently thought to be "out
of hand." Ilichev, in his major speeches of
December ~7 and 26, said:
In certain discussions amongintellectuals it is
now considered indecent and old-fashioned to
defend the correct Party positions; to do so is
to appear to be a reactionary, a conservative, to
lay oneself open to the accusation of dogmatism,
sectarianism, narrow-mindedness, backwardness,
Stalinism, etc .... It is one thing to combat the
consequencesof the cult of personality in order
to assert the Leninist standards of life.., and
another to deal blows, under the guise of the
struggle against these consequences, to our
ideology,,
our life--in a word--to socialism an
d
communism....
The quesdon of creative freedom must be fully
clarified .... Wehave ~11 freedom to fight for
communism.We have not and cannot have freedom to fight against communism.
However ominous Ilichev’s declarations may
sound, they point to a certain confusion within
the Central Committee which was certainly
not present when Zhdanov bore down upon
the arts in x946. To-day the artists, composers,
and writers who are being singled out as the
authors of "formalist monstrosities" are praised
in the same breath for their "talent and sincerity."
They are being given "warning" but
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are told there will be no more witch hunts.
In fact the writers are being invited to join
the Party in rooting out the "aftermath of the
cult of personality in all spheres of life." Unfortunately, the aftermath of Ilichev’s speeches
has thus far been to restore someof the most
notorious among the Stalin/st diehards to
positions of influence in the arts. Chakovsky
has been named editor of the once liberal
[.a’terary Gazette, Serov, director of the Academy
of Arts, and Laktyonov,head of the largest art
school in the country (the Surikov Institute).
Even 82-year-old Alexander Gerasimov,Stalin’s
court painter for twenty years, has reappeared
on the scene. Gerasimov, whose portraits of
Stalin in every conceivable pose vanished some
time ago from the nation’s museums, has at
last found the appropriate time and place (Trud,
January 9) to avenge himself on a whole series
of Persons and publications which he claims
have promoted "formalist art"--including the
journal Ogonyo
k, edited by the arch-conservative
Sofronov, and Nedelya, edited by Khrushchev’s
son-in-law, Adzhubei. Gerasimovremarks, "One
must call things by their name, cite namesand
facts," thereby demonstrating to every honest
manin Russia the hopelessness of doing just
that.
TH~PROSLEM
IS, of course, that "Stalinism"
has become a highly elastic and convenient
term of abuse, impossible to define or, indeed,
distinguish
from any number of enduring
features of Soviet society. In fact, the accusation
of "Stalinism" is a weaponwhoseeffect depends
on, in Lenin’s words, "whoholds it in his hands
and at whomit is aimed." In the hands of
Khrushchevand his colleagues it has served to
dispose of their competitors for power, at the
sametime advancinga case for the legitimacy of
a rSgime which has "unmasked the crimes of
Stalin and restored Leninisr principles." In the
nameof de-Stalinisation the present leadership
has also attemptedto rid the nation of certain institutions and persons that prevent Russia from
truly competingwith the modernworld, e.g. the
unproductive slave labour system, and the army
of incompetent bureaucrats who stand in the
wayof technological progress. For the liberal
intelligentsia, "Stalinism" is aimedprincipally
at the enemies of the intellect: the dogmatist
and the didact, the Pharisee and the Philistine
whose philosophy is still nicely summ,ed up
by the official in Saltykov-Shchedrins i9th
century satire: "WhatI do not understand is
dangerousfor the state." Moreover,"Stalinism"
is for them not merely a practical but a moral
issue. Konstantin Paustovsky undoubtedlyspoke
for the whole of the new intelligentsia when
at a closed meetingof the Moscow
Writers’ Union

in ~956he accusedthe survivingStalinist bureaucrats of "betrayal, calumny,moral assassination
and just plain assassination." But no matter how
the wordis interpreted, the spirit of Stalinism
--pervasive, tangible, suffocating--remains the
central problemof the nation.

i

REMEMSER
with particular vividness the
scene I witnessed last summerat the entrance of an auditorium where several hundred
students were clamouring to be admitted to a
poetry reading. Seats were evidently still available--a numberof official-looking menhad just
been let in without question. Amongthe young
people in the crowdwas a x9-year-old American
student of Russian from the University of
Indiana. Surely this very pretty and engaging
girl could have charmedher way through police
lines anywherein the world, possibly even in
Tirana or Peking; here, she was faced by a
barricade of boys in their 2os, the druzhinil(i
(voluntary police) with red arm-bandsand stony
faces. The Russian students had taken up her
cause and lifted her over the heads of the crowd.
She cajoled the druzhiniki, she twiddled their
Komsomolbadges, then, having failed, burst
into tears, crying, "But I’ve comeall the way
from Bloomington to hear Evtushenkol..."
Such people are everywhere in the Soviet
Union:the druzhiniki, the vigilantes, the dreary
e[eaople
who,,are
fore,,ver
denouncing
their They
colgues for
adultery
or "foul
language."
can be spotted through the entire chain of
authority from the poisonous little prig in the
Young Pioneer cell, through the Obl~ora
Secretary 8 la Kochetov, all the way to the
Kremlin. What characterises them is the way
they hold on for dear life to every ounceor pood
of powerthey possess, the cant they substitute
for ordinary humandiscourse, and their utter
disregard for other People. Indeed, of all the
well-knowncontradictions of Soviet society none
has impressed me more than the contrast between the druzhiniki outside the auditorium
and the people at the poetry reading inside.
POETRY
READING
was one of a series of six
I attended in the public auditorium of Moscow’s
Polytechnic Museum. These began at 5 p.m.
and, with only brief intermissions, lasted until
midnight. The auditorium was filled to capacity
--abut 700 people, largely students from the
university and from various institutes where
tickets had been distributed. A majority had
brought books of poetry which they followed,
like music scores, during the performance. On
stage, before,a, blue velvet backdrop on~’ which
waslettered Coua~trsrisu I$ THE YOUTH Ol THW.
THIS

WORLD,

THEREFORE

YOUTH

MUST

CONSTRUCT

IT"~,

sat four poets, Evtushenko, Voznesensky,Bulat
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Okudzhava (the immensely popular halb
Georgian, half-Armenian who accompanies his
poemson the guitar), and a lesser-known poet,
Sergei Polikarpov.
The first to read was the 29-year-old Voznesensky. Anawkward
figure, slight and singularly
vulnerable, he stood before the microphonewith
his legs stiffly apart, his Adam’sapple bobbing,
bearing the applause and the shouts of acclaim
from the audience as if they were blows. He
announced the title of his poemFire in the
Architectural Institute. "Fire! Fire I" he called
out, "Oil We’re on fire!" This poem(which
is published on page 54) is, of course, a joke
on the Academy:"all those cowshedsdecorated
with cupids and those post-ol~ces in rococo."
It is also, I was told, a private joke shared by
the audience (the Moscow
Architectural Institute
burned down when Voznesensky was a student
there, consuminghis designs together with his
career as an architect).
He read poem after poem for perhaps an
*The critic, V. Nazarenko,writing in Zvezda
last July, has madean invidious attempt to "decipher" this poem,and others which are part of
the cycle The Triangular Pear. He suggests that
Voznesensky
deliberately inventedthe beheadingof
AnnaMons(she actually died a natural death)
the so-called "Place of Skulls" on RedSquare, inserted such anachronismsas a motor-bike,and the
Czar’s moustache, and used Soviet terminology
such as stroitelstvo (meaningconstruction, as in
"Socialist construction,"in the lines quotedabove
whichread literally %.. whocares for love/in a
time of construction and conflagration...") in
order t~ "express certain reflections of universal
application." Nazarenko.goes on to insinuate that
Voznesenskyis protesung against fundamental
Marxistnotions:
"Wehave here, in allegorical form, gloomy
reflections on the supposedlytragic fate of the
individual supposedlycrushedby social laws...
on an eternal and universal scale. Themessageof
TheTHangularPear is that the world is immutable and that everythingwill remainas it always
was-that manis eternal and the tragedy of the
individualis eternal."
In connectionwith a cycle of poemsabout America,
Nazarenkoalso insinuates that whenVoznesensky
writes about oppressedNegroesin America,he is
actually speakingaboutthe fate of poets in Russia.
(Voznesensky’slines read: "Weare Negroes/we
are
poets.... Whenthey trample us under[oot]theyare
kicking the stars/the wholeuniverse howls under
your
) jackbootsl"
Voznesensky
was promptly defendedin Literary
Gazette by the 74-year-old poet Nikolai Aseevwho
accuses Nazarenkoof making"unseemly innuendoes" reminiscent of the Stalin era. "This critic
should rememberthat poets think in images," he
writes, "not for the sake of camouflage
but because
they are poets."
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hour in a powerful, cultivated voice. His awkwardness had gone; now it was his listeners
whoappeared tense, straining forward to capture the flow of a languageunheard-ofin Russia
in their lifetime. Here, clearly, was Russia’s
first modern poet. A prodigious technician,
Voznesenskyconstructs his verse of assonances,
rhymes, and puns which serve his intention
rather as a brilliant orchestrationservesa central
musical idea. ("Form isn’t what counts," he
says. "Formmust be clear, unfathomable, disquieting, like the sky in which only radar can
sense the presence of a plane.") "I amGoya,"
begins one of his most extraordinary poems
whose essential quality is not renderable in
English. "’I amGoya/ey
e sockets of shell craters
have been picked out by an enemy/flying over
a bare field/I amsorrow/I amthe voice/of war/
the embers of cities on the snows of the year
"4x/l am hunger/l am the throat of a woman
whose body like a bell]hangs over a naked
square.... "’ In Russianthe assonancesare devastating: "’YaGdya. . . nag6ye. . . ya gdrye. . . ya
g6los. . .’g6da ... ya g6lod. . . ya gdrlo ...
g6loi.... "
Mostcharacteristic of Voznesensky’s
idiom are
the abrupt shifts of tone and intention within
the same poem, or even the same line; he is
tender, jocular, mocking,and finally and most
compellingly,ironic. He is a master o-f irony and
to this end employsnot only his technical resources (for example, juxtaposing, punning, or
rhyminginternally a pompousword with far-out
slang) but also his alarmingassociations,fantasies
and images, as in TheSkull Ballad (see page 56)
where the decapitated head of Anna Mons, the
mistress of Peter the Great, speaks to the Czar
in these terms: "’Loveis so small whocares for
love/in times like these men build/and set a
world on fire--you l(iss]me State in blood in
’’~
blood.
Voznesensky’scritics persist in accusing him
of "formalism" and ambiguity. To the first
charge he answers, in Evening on the Building Site (see page 58), "’They nag me about
’formalism’/Experts, what a distance/you are
from lifel Formalin:/You stin k of it, and incense." And again in Anti-Worlds (see page
46), which is a play on the concept of antimatter, he writes: "’/th, my critics; howI love
them./Upon the ned( of the keenest o/them,/
Fragrant and "bald as fresh-baked bread,/there
shines a perfect anti-head.... "" To the charge of
ambiguity, he replies, in Whoare You?: "’I am
among avalanches/like the abominable snowman/absolutelyelusive."
To his enemiesVoznesensky
is indeed elusive,
but to his tremendousfollowing he speaks more
clearly than any writer in Russia. ("Here is
real poet," Evtushenkosaid to me whenhe in-
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troduced me to Voznesenskyduring an intermission. "He hasn’t made his reputation
through sensation--like
some people one
knows.... ") Voznesensky often talks of his
responsibility to the people whohave given him
their confidence: "Whena manwrites, he feels
his prophetic mission in the world. The task of
the Russian poet to-day is to look deep inside
man. WhenI read mypoetry to a great number
of people, their emotional, almost sensual, expression of feeling seemsto meto reveal the soul
of man--nowno longer hidden behind closed
shutters, but wide open like a womanwhohas
just been kissed." The response to Voznesensky
that evening was like nothing I have ever
observed in the West, either at the theatre or
in a concert hall, let alone at poetry recitals. As
Voznesensky (smiling now, sweat streaming
downhis face like tears) was called back again
and again to the footlights, I saw young men
and womenall around me rise and (crying real
tears) call out their thanks.

i

F E ~.r a litde sorry for the poet to follow;
it had to be an anti-climax. But no. Bulat
Okudzhava, who appeared before the microphone cheerfully strumminga guitar, evidently
inspires another sort of enthusiasm,and it broke
the tension in the hall. A small dark man of
thirty-seven with fuzzy, receding hair and a
minute moustache, he is famous in Russia for
his recordings of Odessa underworld songs
(which circulate widely on tape), and for his
ownplaintively comic poemswhich he sings on
public occasions in the manner of the French
chansonnier. The audience seemedto knowall
his poems by heart a,nd called for ~e,,m, by
name: "Songs to Fools,’ "So Long, Kid,’ Midnight Trolleybus." "’When I’m led up/when
despair comesover me/I jumpinto a blue trolleybus," he sings pleasantly but tunelessly, "Midnight trolleybus! Speed along the streets/roll
around the boulevards/pic k up those shipwrecked in the nightl...’" Howeverslight in
substance, Okudzhava’slittle poemshave charm,
humour, and poignancy~qualities which appear
3all too rarely in Soviet literature.

Recently Okudzhava has begun to write
fiction. His autobiographicalnovella, Good
k, Luc
Schoolboy!, excerpts from which appear in this
number, suggests that the strumming of the
chansonnierconceals moreserious intentions. For
Okudzhava, who was wounded at the front,
the war remains the most meaningful experience
of his life. Andlike so manyof his generation,
he is obviously weary of the hortatory tone of
the majority of Soviet novels, ,p, lays and films
about whatis invariably called ’ the heroic feat
of the People in the Great Patriotic War";these
serve only to de-humanise and diminish the
feat of people (with a small ’p’). Okudzhava’s
novella is one of the rare worksof Soviet literature which deal sympathetically with the nonheroics of war, viz., such hitherto unheard-of
sentiments as the fear, bewilderment, and
bravado of a teenage boy makinghis way across
a Germanminefield. Inevitably the old guard
critics were outraged. "Vindication of the fear
of deatht" protested A. Metchenko in Kommunist. "Mawkishpacifism~ Okudzhavais insuiting the memoryof those whodied in order
to save those whoare living, including himself."

Evtushenko. His
appearancebrought for~ cries of "Hi, Zhenya1"
and "Give us Babi Yar! and a barrage of paper
pellets on which his admirers had written requests for their favourite poems.It was clear at
once that this youngman’spopularity is extraliterary; althoughEvtushenko
is gifted as a poet,
it is the occasionalboldnessof his subjects which
has madehis national and international reputation--especially his protest against anti-Semitism.
"Zhenyais a Columbus,"one of his enraptured
admirers told me. "He charts courses no one
woulddare dreamof, and then everyone follows
in his wake." Moreover, he is marvellously
handsomeand engaging. Dressed in a wildlypatterned Americansports-shirt under a grey
silk suit, he brushedback his blond forelock and
wavedfamiliarly at the audience. "Horosho-all right, you’ll haveyour BabiYar."
But first he read a comic poem which he
,h, as not yet succeeded in getting published:
’Howa Scoundrel Takes a Steambath." This
3 But not rarely enoughfor Ilichev. "TheSoviet
is about a detestable bureaucrat. Whenhe goes
to the public steambathhe pretends to be a real
people love songs," he said in his speech of
December
26, "but side by side with songs with a
friend of the people; he is alwaysready to scrub
broadcivic motif, songs whichsing the spiritual
the back of his neighbour, and he wears a barmy
beauty of the Soviet people and reveal the purity
list (a leaf from the birch twigs used to beat
of their souls, there are also vulgar songs which oneself in steambaths, which sometimes gets
are designedto appeal to lowand cheaptastes. In
imbeddedin the skin like a burr) as an "order
particular, the verse and songsof the gifted poet
of democracy."But while lying in the hot water
B. Okudzhavaare out of keeping with the entire
structure of our life. Their wholeintonation--every- he sighs and pines for Stalin. Andat night,
before going to sleep he alwaystreats himself to
thing about them~doesnot comefrom purity of
soul but froma kindof hysteria .... "
a chapter or two of Kochetov (the Stalinist
THE
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novelist whois tho arch enemyof the liberal
that Cubanartists have freedom,for freedomis
writers). The next morning he resumes his
the beginningof everything.... "
villainy ....
The audience roared with pleasure and then
~JRx~o *~ ~rERUXSSXO~, I joined
clamoured for Babi Yar. He reads it with unEvtushenkoand the other poets in a corner
mistakable feeling, his arms open to the audiof the downstairs lobby. Youngsters were leanence, his hands trembling a bit: "To-day I am ing over the whole length of the banister,
as old as the Jewish people/It seems to me now obviously longing to approach their favourites
that I ama ]ew.... " Whenhe had finished, the
for an autograph or a word of greeting. A boy
crowd began pounding on the floor with their
of about sixteen broke away from the crowd
feet. "Again, at once l" He read it again, and
and began walking round and round Evtushlater in the evening when the audience would enko, frowning fiercely. Evtushenkocalled him
not relent, read it once more. Whenthis hapover: "What’s the matter?" The boy did not
pened for the fourth time, Evtushenkoshouted
answer but thrust a little volume of Evtushfor silence and said, "Comrades,you and I have enko’s verse at its author whosigned his name
been in this hall for six hours and I have read
in an enormousscrawl. Andstill the boy circled
that poemfour times. I should think you would round Evtushenko. "Comeon, be happy!" said
be as tired of hearingit as I amof reciting it."
Evtushenko.The boy looked up a,,t-,,the,poet,
But again they pounded and once again he
taller than he by a !,o~,t, andsaid, T,,h, at s not
complied. It is a moving experience to hear
enough, to be happy. Then he added, Zhenya,
this boy, so grave and s~ commanding,read
why do you use the word communismso much
Babi Yar to an audience of utterly mesmerised in your poetry? Don’t you think we’re tired of
youngRussians: "’Let the lnternationale ring
all those banal slogans?" Evtushenkopatted the
out/Whenthe last anti-Semite on earth is buried.
boy on the head and told him very gently,
/There is no Jewish blood in mine,/but I am "Communism
is myfavourite word." As I went
hated by every anti-Semite as a/ew. Andlor this
upstairs to myseat, the boy stopped me and
reason/l ama true Russian."
said, "Zhenya is a great man--youwere lucky
He also recited that evening a cycle of poems to be able to talk with him."
rifying Castro’s Cuba. One of these, Three
Back on stage, Evtushenko read his nowinutes o[ Truth, seemedto suggest whypopufamous The Heirs o[ Stalin which appeared
lar enthusiasmfor that revolution runs so hi~gh in Pravda two months later. For a year, howin. Russia. The poemis about a barbudo wno ever, no editor dared touch it, and in fact
seizes a radio station during the Batista rdgime Evtushenkohad already yielded to aensorship at
and, for three minutes, speaks "the truth" to
the time of this reading. In an earlier version
the people; he is then captured and shot. It ends the poembegins at the momentof Stalin’s death:
with an exhortation by the poet whocalls upon
his survivors, whoonly a minute before were
the youth of the world to rememberthis Cuban
rostrate before his bed, nowdance around his
hero whenthey hear a lie: run the risk, even if
ody, cursing him. Suddenly Stalin opens one
it is death, but tell the truth. Evtushenko’sineye (the reference is to a similar legend about
tention is certainly not equivocal, but the poem, Ivan the Terrible) and they throw themselves
like the Cubanrevolution itself, can be interon the floor again and beg his forgiveness. Even
preted in more than one way. Whatever the
in its censored form, however, the poemhas a
reality of Cuba(and whoin Russia can know?), compelling message: Stalin is onb/ feignin~
for someit stands for what is most decent and
death; his heirs publicly curse hi~, privatel~
pure in the revolutionary impetus; for others it
long for his return. "Double and triple the
means,simply, liberation from tyranny.
guardsbeside his grave," the poet beseechesthe
I saw the exhibition of Cuban painting in
" rise
"
aut hormes,
"" lest
"
Stahn
again.
" I’" Evtushenko’s
Moscow--the first show endrely devoted to
reading of The Heirs o] Stalin created an
abstract paintings for somethirty-five years.
extraordinary disturbance that evening. During
The most interesting exhibit there was the Com- the disput or public discussion that took place
ment Book, where visitors are invited to note
following the recitations, a youngmancameto
their reactions. Evtushenko,whohad evidently
the microphoneand said in a quavering voice:
attended the opening, had the first word: "The "NowI like Zhenya’s poetry very much. It is
Cu ns have shownour respected painters that
very deep, very thought-provoking. But that
revolution and abstract art are not incompoemabout Stalin--well--I
know Stalin did
patible." Anoutragedphilistine wrote: "I don’t
somevery bad things, but he also did somevery
understand the pictures and I’m proud of it!"
goodthings .... " A fearful deafening roar broke
Someonereplied: "If you don’t uhderstand, go
out in the hail. I thought the boy was about to
to a lunatic asylum and have your head exam- be lynched. Somebody’s protecting hands
ined !" The most touching comment:"It is good
snatched him away.
8
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Somecomic relief then presented itsdf on
stage: a stocky, middle-aged man, absolutely
bald, with an enormousblack spade beard, and
dressed in a black turtle-neck sweater and a
black serge suit. Speakingwith great effort and
clutching the microphone,he introduced himself:
"I am Engineer Dymshits." He began speaking
in short breathless phrases which I couldn’t
quite catch, ,a, nd I ~rnedto my,n, eighbourfor
clarification. ’ I dont get it either, he said. But
soon the manwas identified: this was the inevitable crank who turns up in various guises at
public meetings all over the world. Engineer
Dymshits works in a computer factory; he was
taking the opportunity to tell the audience, in
highly technical language, about the manufacture of adding machines.
Most of the other speakers praised the poets
warmly, until a youngSoviet army lieutenant,
a good-looking
blond,,b,,oyin a splendidlytailored
uniform, appeared. Ive been sitting here for
hours listening to poetry, comrades,and I must
say I haven’t the faintest idea what it’s all
about." His complaint was good-humoured.
The audience snickered, rather less goodhumouredly. "All I know is that it’s very
gloomy, very depressing. Whydon’t you write
about happysubjects~subjects that uplift?’~, He
was interrupted by groans and cat-calls. For
instance," he persisted, "about the Soviet army."
Now,,the audiencewasla,,u.ghing."~W,efll, I’ll tell
you, he said amiably, if you don t take my
advice and write about the Soviet army, we’ll
mal(e you/" As the lieutenant was booedoff the
stage, Okudzhavacame to the microphone and
quieted the crowd with these words: "Chekhov
said that it is the wise manwhowants to listen
and the fool whowants to teach .... "
The last speaker, a teen-age boy, cameon stage
with a small bunch of red roses in his hands.
He addressed Sergei Polikarpov, whosepleasant
but rather undis, t, inguished poemhad barely
been applauded. No one has mentioned Polikarpov," he said, "and I feel very bad about it.
It’s not nice. Polikarpov is a good man.He is
one of us. So I want to present him with these
flowers and thank him on behalf of everybody
in this hall." It was the sort of small and singularly characteristic incident which, perhapsmore
than anything else, can endear Russia to the
stranger.

A

FTER
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THE
invited

POETRY
me to

READING
ioin

him

Evtushand some

of

his friends for supper. It was after midnightand
every restaurant in Moscow
had closed its doors,
but Evtnshenko persuaded the manager to let
us in the back way of the restaurant of the
Society of Actors. I had never seen anything
like it in Moscow
before. Pretty girls with bee-

hive hairdos and green eyelids, wearing fuzzy
Italian mohairsweatersover short pleated skirts,
went from table to table, greeting friends. At
one table, a group of young actors in overtailored, over-tight suits weresinging Blue Suede
Shoes in something like English. It could have
been a hip GreenwichVillage night club (except
for a fewsquare details, like the pair of transparentplastic shoes. I glimLpsedon a girl, with
a single red rose imprisonedin each bed).
Evtushenkoordered several bottles of sweet
Caucasian champagneand some exdellent Bulgarian wine for his guests, and, as the kitchen
had closed, fruit and chocolate bars. Wewere
seven: the host, Bulat Okudzhava,a beautiful
Russian singer, two modest young girls from
the MoscowArt Theatre school, and Evgeni
Vinokurov whomEvtushenko had summoned
to the restaurant by telephone. (The 37-year-old
Vinokurov, whodislikes reading in public and
doesnot participate in literary politics, is nonetheless very mucha part of the circle of "young
poets".) Exhilarated by the success of the reading, Evtushenko continually pressed wine on
the companyand fed us bits of chocolate from
hand to mouth. The singer broke out in several
splendid renditions of Ella Fitzgerald songs.
Wedrank toasts to Evtushenko, to poetry, to
love. It was a gay party--and memorable,for
here begana series of incidents relating to Jews
as electrifying as the demonstrationsI had just
witnessed for Babi Yar.
PRXSEt~" a much older man, wrapped in a
flowing cape, came and sat downat our table
for a time. Evtushenko hugged him and kissed
him repeatedly on both cheeks. He was a poet, I
was told, with an obviously Jewish name, something like Isaac Solomonovich.Evtushenkoand
the mansat huddled together and exchangedendearments in the Russian style. Every nowand
then, Evtushenkowould lean across the table
to me and say, "What a wonderful man Isaac
Solomonovichis--you can’t imagine l" And I
would say, "Yes, I can see that--wonderful l"
After several such nonsensical exchanges, Evtushenko half-rose from his chair and seized my
arm. "Nol" he said, with a look of extraordinary exaltation, "you can’t imagine what a
wonderful man Isaac Solomonovich is," and
added, in English now, "You can’t imagine the
wonderful quality of his Jewishness." I turned
to Vinokurovwhowas sitting beside me, plump
and composed as a Buddha. He nodded: "’Da,
da, chudno! On evrei. Yes, wonderful l He’s a
~’
Jew.

Whenthe restaurant dosed at 2.3o a.m.,
Evtushenko announced that we would all drop
in on a friend who would be pleased to play
host to our party. Wegathered up the fruit and
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what remained of the wine and ambled down
several streets until wereached an old-fashioned
apartment house. Weclimbed up five flights,
laughing, singing, droppingapples on the stairs,
and knocked on a door which was opened by a
short, dark manin his shirt sleeves. He was
surprised to see us, but greeted us warmlyand
took us into the kitchen. On the large round
table lay an openbook, and on the stove, a little
brass kettle with someTurkish coffee. I glanced
at the book and saw that it was printed in the
old pre-revolutionary Russian orthography. I
turned to the title page: it was"AHistory of the
Jewish People", dated i9~o.
Webrought out the wine and fruit and continued with our party as gaily as before. After
a time, I turned to the host and asked him
quietly if he was Jewish. "No, no, of course
notl" he replied emphatically, and introduced
himself. The name, patronymic, and surname
were all typically Russian. "Oh, well," I
fumbled, "I thought.., since you were reading
that book.... " "But I ampassionately interested
in this question," he said with increasing emphasis, "aren’t you?" I looked up and saw that
everyone at the table was watching me, hard.
"Yes, I am," I answered, and added, "I am
Jewish." At once the guests stood and raising
their glasses honoured me, in Hebrew, with
that most beautiful of toasts: LechaimlTolife l
~ ~, x MI Such incidents are unlikely to
t Ecoccur
anywherein the world but in Soviet
Russia where Hebrewis a forbidden language,
where Yiddish culture, suppressedunder Stalin,
is still severely handicapped,and anti-Semitism
(both official and popular)continuesto flourish.
Since x956, when Paustovsky was the first to
accuse the old guard apparatchiki of antiSemitism,* the liberal intellectuals have manifested their concern for Jews both publicly and
privately. The novelist Victor Nekrassov, for
example, protested vehementlyagainst plans to
build a sports stadiumon the site of the massacre
of Babi Yar. Recently Shostakovich composed
a ~3th symphonywhose fourth movementis a
solo and choral recitation of Evtushenko’sBath"
Yar. As a result, Khrushchevis reported to have
criticised both Shostakovichand Evtushenkofor
their "excessive interest" in the "non-existent"
Jewish problem. Official displeasure with the
x3th symphonywas reflected publicly in an
editorial on Decemberu5th in Soviet Culture,
~In a speech to the MoscowWriters’ Union,
Paustovsky(of mixedCossackand Polish origin)
described the Stalinist bureaucrats, whoare, he
said, "no fewer in numberthan they were," in
these terms: "Theyare cynics, black obscurantists
¯.. whoquite openlycarry on anti-Semitictalk of a
kind worthy of pogrom-makers."
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the only journal to take note of its first performance:
Underthe cover of the struggle against the
cult of personality, certain creative artists have
been rummagingaround in garbage cans in the
backyardsof our life, not wishingto see what
is happening on the great boulevards of our
progress.... If, for example,a composer
creates
a symphonybased on themes that are sombre,
sarcastic, mawkish,or pessimistic, then whether
he meansto or not, he has objectivelycontributed
to blackeningour life, and distorting and blurring our vision of it.
The intellectuals’ concern for the Jews is no
doubt seen as an aspect of "abstract humanism,"
(of whichthe intellectuals are frequentlyaccused)
as distinguished from "socialist humanism"
which
is, by definition, an all-embracing schemeof
moral values. Increasingly the Party is reminding ~,e people that it alone is the "standardbearer of all conceivable humanist ideals and
the enemyof every injustice knownto man. On
one point, however, the Party has long been
silent: anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union. Perhaps the crowds that clamour for Babi Yar at
poetry readings have seized uponthe issue less
because of philo-Semitismthan because it is the
one moral issue that has not been co-opted by
the Party. "Abstract humanists" maysimply
.persons whohave becomewary of any moralismg ideology which serves as a mask for
oppression.
~ s o v ~ s r reading public is, of course,
T Hhardly
confined to philo-Semites, antiStalinists, and devoteesof poetry readings; there
exist countless other citizens whosetaste has
not developed beyond the instructional rhymes
and tracts which up until recendy passed for
literature. To-day the "scoundrels" of Evtushenko’s poem,who"pine and sigh for Stalin,"
have their choice of abundant bedside reading-notably, the works of VsevolodKochetovwhose
novels continue to be printed in hundreds of
thousandsof copies. The nature of their appeal
is obvious. Take Denisov, the hero of Kochetoy’s latest novel, The ObkomSecretary, who
returns homeafter hearing Khrushchev’srevelations of Stalin’s crimes at the uoth Party Congress, and says to his wife:
"Sonya,Sonya,all our life wespent with him,
life was unthinkable without him. Wethought:
we will die but he will live on and on, because
in him we loved Lenin. Do you rememberhow
he taught us to love Lenin ? Do you remember
Problemsof Leninism ?"... Then they took out
Problemso[ Leninismand re-read the inspired
chapters on VladimirIlyich. "Sonya,Sonya,"he
said, "in him weloved the Party, our dear Party
which brought us up, which taught us, which
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armedus with an idea which madelife three
times morereasonableand contented. SonyaI"
Standing in front of Stalin’s photograph he
says:
"No, I cannot judge him. He can be judged
by the Party, the people, history. But not by me,
Vasili Denisov.Takenseparately I amtoo small
for this. Sonya,you understandme,don’t you?"
Whatcould she reply--she cried together with
him?
Kochetov’s novels contain the essence of
Soviet philistinism. Here the enemyis nearly
alwaysthe liberal intelligentsia--a band of revisionist rascals whoare engagedin subverting
the work of such good Communistsas Denisov.
It follows then that in real life Kochetovshould
be the leader of the ultra-orthodoxfaction in the
Writers’ Union, and the man most universally
despised by the liberal writers and their public.
Last April, in the heydayof the liberals’ influence in literary politics, Kochetovwas not
even put up for election to he board, of the
Moscowbranch of the Writers Union. ~ et even
when the die-hards seemed to be in retreat,
Kochetovmanagedto maintain considerable influence as the editor of the journal Oktyabr,
and he was awarded the Order of Lenin in
x96z on his fiftieth birthday. To-day, Kochetov’s
intransigence seemsto have paid off. In Pravda
(January i), he wrote:
Thereis a battle of worldsgoingon--a cruel,
irreconcilable struggle betweentwoideologies.
Andnowthe Party has begunto notice that on
certain sectors of the front, in our battle for the
mindsof people, somethingis not quite right.
Certainrealist artists, insteadof takingthe offensive, havebeenforcedto go on the defensive,and
instead it is the formalists and abstractionists
whohave gone over to the attack. The activity
of these peopleis alien to socialist realismbecause
it is the spawnof the capitalist world.
Fewof the liberal writers have personal dealings with Kochetov. He remains utterly aloof,
never appearing, I was told, at the restaurant
of the Writers’ Union or at any but the most
official functions. Moscow
journalists, Russian
s This passageprovokedsevere criticism in Novy
Mirand Literary Gazette.
"Kochetovsinned greatly against the truth,"
wrote Evgeni Surkov (not to be confused with
AlexeiSurkov,the formersecretary of the Writers’
Union) in Literary Gazette, Decemberx6, i961,
"whenin portraying Denisov’ssufferings, he did
not credit him with a single thought or word
about what shook all of us that moment: the
enormity of the crimes which were revealed."
Surkovwas immediately rebuked in the journal
SovietRussiafor using Stalinist methods
of criticism
against Kochetov.
TheParty tried to settle the argument by praising The ObkomSecretary in Kommunist, the organof the Central Committee.

and foreign, have rarely encountered him.
Therefore whenI telephoned him for an interviewI was surprised at the readiness with which
he accepted. Wemet the following day in the
boardroomof the Ol(tyabr offices. Here I had
another surprise. In appearance, Kochetov is
anythingbut the rough-and-readyproletarian his
novels evoke. Except for his unpleasantly thin
lips, he is a handsomemanwith fine features
and a slim figure. He was impeccably dressed
in a business-like dark suit, white shirt, and
stripedtie.
He greeted memost courteously, almost gratefully, it seemed. And indeed it soon became
clear that Kochetov’sisolation is not entirely
self-imposed. During some ceremonious chitchat early in the interview, I asked him howit
happened that he was in town in August when
so many Muscovites were on vacation. "Aha~
So that’s whyyou asked to see me ~" he said.
"You would never have come if other writers
were in Moscow,would you?" Later, warming
up a bit, he told methat journalists hardly ever
visit him, "especiallywomenlike you .... All I
see here are would-becontributors--housewives
whostir kasha with one hand and write poetry
with the other .... "
KOCHETOV
WASEAGERto talk but evidendy
wished to say nothing. Never before had I met
a manso composedin the face of disagreeable
questions, and so adroit at parrying them. Only
his long, beautiful fingers which drummedon
the ~reen felt-covered table between us conveyea any agitation. Even his one expression of
anger sounded deliberate. "Eto vranyo! It’s a
lie t" he exclaimed, whenI asked him to comment on the charge that he is "a reactionary,
a Stalinist, and a baiter of intellectuals."
"Only Literary Gazette and Novy Mir read
The ObkomSecretary that way. I can’t imagine
why. All the other critics and most of my
readers understood that the novel is directed
against Stalinism. I even got a letter fi’om an
American womansaying that I had helped her
to understandthe Soviet state better by following the principles of socialist realism." As for
the charge that he is anti-intellectual, he said,
"Nowlet us do some arithmetic. Take mynovel
The Brothers Ershov." He pulled out a pad of
paper and madesomecalculations: "I will list
the negativecharacters first. See, there are four:
an inventor, a theatre director, etc.--all intellectuals. Andhere are the positive characters.
Please note that there are five--all intellectuals.
In other words the posidve intellectuals outnumberthe negative !"
I asked what he thought would happen to
Soviet literature if writers were no longer ex-
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pected to describe people in terms of positive and
uegativc characters. Whatif socialist realism
were to be abandonedand writers permitted to
describe whatever reality they themselves perceive?
"It couldn’t last," he answered. "As a matter
of fact someof our writers are trying to do as
you say, following the Westernidea that life
must be described as it is. But this is not art.
It’s the destruction of art. Art should certainly
express truth, but only by certain means. The
aim of Soviet art to-day must be to formthe consciousness of the Peoplewhile the material basis
of communism
is being established." Kochetov
then launched into an interminable disquisition
on the Party programmefor the next twenty
years. Finally, returning to literature, he said,
"Only great art that educates and uplifts is
genuinely loved by the great mass of people."
I observed that in the West great art usually
takes sometime to be understood by the grea,t
mass of people, and that unfortunately most
People seem to prefer what is most vulgar in
our culture. "Whenyou talk about vulgarity,"
he said, "I suppose you mean someone like
me....
Here, clearly, was a profoundly embittered
man.Whenhe spoke about his early life I began
to sense the private passions engaged in his
battle against the newintelligentsia. Kochetov
is the youngestof eight children, all but three of
whomdied of hunger or typhoid fever during
World WarI. His parents, poor peasants, were
unable to care for him, and he left homein
Novgorodvery young. He had only seven years
of formal education before he went to work at
unskilled jobs in various plants; later, during
the first years of collectivisation, he becamean
agronomist, then director of a MachineTractor
Station, and ultimately of a state farm. He
began writing only during World WarII when
he became a military correspondent for the
Leningrad Pravda.
Kochetov made it the hard way, and his
novelsare p~eansto the proletariat, to menof his
own experience. What can such a man feel
about the youngwriters whohave recently risen
to fame by way of no harder school than the
GorkyLiterary Institute? I put it to him, and
he replied: "This one writes rubbish.., that one
has no ideas.., he is also a fraud.., not worth
speaking about." As for modernist painters he
observed: "I don’t know a single person in
Russia, but Ehrenburg, who sees anything in
6 Althoughthis poem,whichappears on page 69
of this number,wasfirst publishedin x96oin connection with the 5oth anniversary of Tolstoy’s
death, it is obviouslydedicated to the memory
of
Pasternak.
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abstract art. Takethe exhibition of painting at
the Americanfair in Moscow.It was a hall of
laughter .... Of course, you are probably just
getting to that phase of art now. We, went
through it and rejected it long ago .... ’
And what about Pasternak? I had heard
rumours in Moscowthat Dr. Zhiuago might
soon be published. "I would never want to see
that book appear in its present form," he said.
"It reminds meof someof the novels published
abroad after the revolution by White Russians
whowere sorry they couldn’t continue to live
as before." Whichnovels? I asked. But Kochetoy did not remember. "For me, as for the
majority of Soviet citizens, the revolution is
sacred. Whatwouldbe your attitude towards a
writer like Pasternak who described your
countrymenas gangsters?... But, of course, you
foreigners think that Dr. Zhiuagois wonderf,u.l
--those whohave read it and those whohavent.
I can tell you that it is very badly written,
althoughin translation it probablyreads better.
The language is simply awful and the whole
thing is uranyo--alie."
At this point I excused myself. Wehad been
talking for nearly four hours and I was wearied
by the hatred in the man, and by the pity I
somehowfelt for him. Weshook hands in the
corridor, a,,n,d he put,his hand on myshoulder
and said, Yousee, I m not quite so bad as you
ima,gined,amI? Please tell, your readers that I
dont eat people, that I dont swallowbabies in
one gulp I"
That evening I had dinner with a group of
youngintellectuals. I told themabout myinterview with Kochetov and quoted his final remark. One of the boys said, "It’s not true. He
does eat people. Andhe must be awfully hungry
after four hours of just talking .... "
xocr~rTov is the demon of the liberal
IFintelligentsia,
Pasternakis their saint. "’They
bore him to no entombment/they bore him to
enthronement," reads Voznesensky’s poem to
Pasternak? Nearly every young poet or writer
I met in Moscowspoke of him with reverence.
Hundreds of young people go every week-end
to the churchyard in Peredelkino where he is
buried underthree tall l~ines. Thereis a bench
facing the grave wherethey ~it reading his verse
(or their own) to one another. In the summer
great massesof cut flowers--lilacs, roses, daisies
--lie beside the grave covered over with purple
pansies. Voznesenskycalls it "the most serene
and beautiful place in the world .... "
Howwidespread is the cult of Pasternak was
illustrated for me by an incident I witnessed,
quite by accident, in a large Moscow
book-shop.
A sales-girl
informed me that a famous
Armenianpoet, Ashot Grashi, was about to give
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a recitation of his poems, in connection with a
from history, and their intimate recdlections of
book of Russian translations of his workwhich writers, like Babel and Mandelshtam,long dead
had just been published. The reading had not
in prison, are precious materials for the re-creabeen announced; shoppers who happened to be
tion of the past. The Ehrenburg memoirs,
in the store were simply being invited by the
however,have been received equivocally. Hardly
personnel to sit downon folding chairs in the
any modernwriter, let alone a painter, would
poetry section. Grashi, an amiable-looking man .deny the.important role Ehrenburghas played
with a great shock of black hair, then read a
m restoring some part of the literature and
poemin his ownlanguage, and two or three in
painting of the xgxos and i92os to Russia. Yet
Russian translation to about fifty shoppers of
the general feeling amongthe liberal intelliall ages whoevidently had had other plans for
gentsia is that the Ehrenburg memoirs, with
the afternoon. I was distressed by their bad
their omissionsand distortions, have once again
manners:someshuffled their feet, others sighed
cheate, d themof their history. "I havetold the
loudly. Eventhe sales-girls behind the counters
truth,’ Ehrenburg himself said to me in
chattered on. The applause was perfunctory.
Moscow,"but not the whole truth."
Grashi then introduced another amiable-looking
man to the audience as the translator of his
RETUaN
To T~EVAST
is no sentimental jourpoetry into Russian, "the man to whomI owe Tar
ney. Whatthe writers are seeking is a point of
so much...etc." The audience scarcely grew
from which they can proceed to their
more attentive. Then the translator announced departure
principal task: to resurrect the language; to
that he wouldread one Grashi poem"translated
restore to words the burden of meaningwhich
not by myself, but by Boris LeonidovichPasterhas been corrupted by what Pasternak called
nak." The whole audience rose and applauded,
"the powerof the glittering phrase." Not only
in cadence, for a very long time. They listened
have such abstract nouns as freedom, justice,
to his reading of the Pasternak translation in
and truth been debased, but the language of
silence, and rose again whenhe had finished.
life itself wasextinguished;this is the mostterGrashi himself stood up, applauded, and then
rible of the indictments contained in Dr.
read it to themhimself.
Zhivago. One young poet in Moscowquoted to
me from memoryYuri Zhivago’s reflection on
WHaT
CX~P^sa’~aN^r:ur^~ to a cross-section of
casual browsers in a book-shop?Pride in a man the sovereignty of language:
whonever compromisedhimself or his art under
Language, the homeand dwelling of beauty
Stalin? Identification or sympathywith his sufand meaning,itself begins to think and speak
for man...then like the current of a mighty
fering? Genuineappreciation for his poetry?
river polishing stones and turning wheelsby its
For the youngwriters, at any rate, he signifies
very movement,the flok, of speech creates in
all this and more. He is central to one of their
passing,
by the force of its ownlaws, rhymeand
most pressing concernsas writers, whichis to rerhythm and countless other forms and formacreate their ownpast. Pasternak’s forty-seven
tions, still more important and until nowunyears of creative work, from r9r 3 to r96o,
discovered, unconsidered,and unnamed.
bridgingas it does the sterile years of Stalinism,
represent their link to their literary past. As There is no genuine writer in Russia to-day who
is not dedicated to establishing the sovereignty
one writer put it: "Unless we can re-live our
of languageover the tyranny of cant.
life-story which has been denied us until now,
we simply cannot get on with our work." The
writers are straining to establish somecontinuity
/1 NOTE ON TRANSLATIONS
with their pastmnot back to the rgth century
with which they are already surfeited but to
THstranslations by W. H. ,4uden, Stanley
the very point at which their literary history
Kunitz, and Richard Wilbur were done in
close collaboration with MaxHayward,in
was arrested. By way of Pasternak (and Anna
an attempt to overcomethe limitations which
Akhmatovaas well) they are returning to the
bedevil the translation of poetry fromless
masters that are rigl~tfully theirs: Blok, Tsvetawell-knownlanguagessuch as Russian. The
yeva, Khlebnikov, Mandelshtam,and, in prose,
editors /eel that these versions, whichare
Babel and Olesha.
very close to the originals, as well as being
For this reason the memoirsof such older
English poems in their own right, show
writers as Paustovsky and Ehrenburg have
beyond any doubt that the collaboration
aroused amongthe younger generation an inbetweenpoets whodo not knowthe original
terest quite out of proportion to their documenlanguage, and a scholar who does, can be
remarkably
fruitful.
tary value. Yet their evocation of the creative
excitementof a period until recently obliterated
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Yuri Kazakov

Adam and Eve
T

r~ ~ r A, s ~r E R Ageyevwas staying at a
hotel in a northern town where he had
come to paint the fishermen. The town was
spaciouslylaid out; it had broadsquares, streets,
and avenues, and because of this it looked
empty.
It was autumn. Low, ragged clouds came
scudding from the west over the grey-brown
woodsmisted with hoar-frost, it rained a dozen
times a day, and the lake loomedover the town
like a leaden wall. Ageyevstayed late in bed,
smokedon an emptystomach, and stared at the
windowlined and streaming with rain. Below
it the roofs of the houses gleamedsullenly, reflecting the sky; the room reeked of tobacco
smokeand of something else peculiar to hotel
rooms. His head ached, he had a ceaseless
buzzing in his ears and an occasional twinge of
pain in his heart.
Ageyevhad been talented from his childhood
up, and now,at twenty-five, his expression was
disdainful: there was a disdain, a weariness
about the drooping browneyelids and the lower
lip, and his dark eyes were languid and arrogant. He worea velvet jacket and a beret, and
walkedwith a slouch, his hands in his pockets,
hardly seeming to give an inattentive glance
to people in the street or indeed to anything he
cameacross in general, but retaining of everying
a memoryso indestructibly sharp that his
breast actually ached with it.
There was nothing for him to do in the town
itself and he spent the morningsitting at the
table in his room holding his head, or lying
down, waiting for twelve o’clock whenthe bar
would open downstairs. Whenat last it came
Yual Ksz^xovis 35, and he surprised some
Moscow
critics recently by arguingagainst
the idea that "literature has an immediate
anddirect effect on the li[e o[ a manandon
his ethics." As [or "traditions," the only one
he insisted on was"’the tradition of being
honestto onesel[andto the reader.... ’"
This story wastranslated by ManyaHaraH.

he walked down unsteadily, and each time
looked with hatred at the picture in the hall.
The picture showed the nearby lake with its
inlets, and an unnaturally orange growth of
stunted birches on the ledges of unnaturally
purple rocks. It was autumnin the picture as
well.
In the bar he ordered a brandy and squinting
inwardswith the effort of not spilling it slowly
drank it down.Havingdrunk, he lit a cigarette,
and looked round at whoevermight be there as
he waited impatiently for the first jolting
warmth which he knew would at once make
him feel well, and lovingly disposed to everything--life, people, the town, and even the
rain.
After that he would go out and walk about
the streets, wonderingwhere to go with Vika,
and what to do in general and how to go on
living. A couple of hours later he was back in
the hotel; by then he was sleepy and he went
to bed and slept.
And when he woke up he went down again,
to the restaurant. Nowthe day was nearly over,
it was dusk outside the windows, and when
evening camethe jazz band in the i’estaurant
struck up. Girls with made-upfaces came in,
sat in pairs at little tables, chewedwax-like
chops, drank vermouth, danced with anyone
who asked them, and wore an expression of
happiness and of intoxication with high-life.
Ageyev gazed in misery round the large,
familiar, smoke-filled hall. He hated the girls,
and the gigolos, and the wretched band with
its piercing pipes and thumping drums, and
the awful food, and the local vodka which the
waitress invariably served short.
At midnight the restaurant closed. Ageyev
staggered backto his third floor, wheezedas he
fumbled at the keyhole, Undressed, made
mooingnoises, ground his teeth, and pitched
headlong into blackness until morning.

T

r~^T D A v was lik,e all the others, but on
the next at two o clock he went to meet
Vika’s train. He arrived early and, with only
39
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